






With the increasing rate of extreme weather events caused by climate 
change, many inland cities that are situated along the river are constantly 
been challenged. Places like Cincinnati, OH, and Newport, KY, increasingly 
face serious impacts from annual flooding of the Ohio River following 
strong seasonal precipitation and snow melts.





Exposed Industrial Sites in the Greater Cincinnati Area
Due to the industrial uses along much of the river, the high level of 
water contamination in the Ohio River further raises concerns about 
the wellbeing of human and riparian habitats. 



FEMA 100 Year Flood Plan

Source: FEMA, City of Cincinnati





Newport Site Context



Uniformity: The exploration of form for Newport waterfront begins with 
inputting a basic city grid pattern. Lattices start to stretch when the source of 
two forces - the Ohio River and Licking River - are introduced. 
City-River Relationship: If a river is seen as one tooth wheel and city as the 
second, in order for two to work the best together, the periphery has to fit 
and respond to each other. Therefore, a resilient riparian zone is the key in this 
relationship.



Prototype in Dry and Flooded Conditions

Newport on the Levee Event Space

Study Area 1 - Newport Commercial Center

The goal is to combine the conceptual landscape pattern with existing 
topography and site program to enhance the user experience, terrace 
connections, and aesthetic value of Newport on the Levee commercial 
center. 



Levee and Incorporated Landscape

Prototype in Dry and Flooded Conditions

Study Area 2 - Residential Area Gateway

Aiming to offer a sustainable waterfront and enhance the user 
experience, the design for Study Area 2 introduces a better storm 
water management method and diversifies the function of levee 
through landscape design. 



Waterfront as Habitat and Educational Spot

Study Area 3 - Natural Refugee & Educational Spot

Prototype in Dry and Flooded Conditions

Located along the Licking River close to its confluence with the Ohio River, is 
designed to showcase regional ecology as an educational spot. Some parcels 
are designed to be a children’s playground and learning spot, by reintroducing 
some neglected regional species and wildlife that are currently live in remaining 
manmade habitat. 



Growing and Flowering DurationPlanting List

Floating Wetland Details

Phytoremediation Implementations - Planting List & Floating Wetland


